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💣AlarmingEvidence💣 

 

Members of SCO complained that the evidence they gathered on obstruction was

alarming & significant. 

 

MR includes “detailed accts of Trump campaign contacts with RU” & depicts a

“campaign whose members were manipulated by a sophisticated RU intel

operation.”

0:00

💣AlarmingEvidence💣 

 

📌SCO provided clean summaries, for public consumption, which Barr suppressed & choose instead to

spin a false narrative instead.  

 

📌The disclaimer at issue is boilerplate—CYA. 

 

Barr has not sought approval from GJ to release protected info, if any exists.
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💣Alarming3💣 

 

The ‘row’ btwn SC & Barr happened as rumored weeks ago.  

 

Barr reportedly agreed to indict the 3 Trump kids & Kush re 💰💦, but balked at indicting Trump. 

 

Did SC then agree to punt the matter to Congress re Trump indictment? 

 

Did Barr breach any agreement w/ SC?
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💣Alarming4💣 

 

If so, warning shot has been fired & the truth will out, especially if OSC drops indictments. 

 

The story including Trump’s role will be told one way or another.  

 

Rumor haz it J-Ass will be expelled within "hours to days" & that Ecuador ok’d his arrest by UK LE.
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💣Alarming5💣 

 

Barr told lawmakers that he concluded the evidence was not sufficient to prove that Trump obstructed
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justice which stands in stark conflict w/ SCO assessment that ‘alarming & significant’ evidence does

indeed exist. 

 

Was Barr given rope deliberately?🍯 

 

Tick tock.
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💣Alarming6💣 

 



Jeff Bezos Keeping 75% of Couple’s Amazon Stock in Divorce, All Voting Rights 

 

SpeakerPelosi: "The Mueller Report will be released. 

 

To us it is inevitable, to them it is inconceivable. 

 

We have to shorten the distance between the inevitable & the inconceivable."

0:00

💣Alarming7💣 

 

HIC Seeks to Interview Top Organizer of Trump Inauguration & seeks wide array of materials, including

matter related to contacts btwn inaugural fund & foreign entities 

 

HIC Seeks to question Melania pal Stephanie Winston Wolkoff Over possible Inaug’n irregularities
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💣Alarming8💣 

 

U.S. Role in Yemen War Will End Unless Trump Issues Second Veto 

 

Millions of Facebook Records Found on Amazon Cloud Servers 

 

Facebook alerted Amazon to take user data off servers it hosts  

 

More databases are likely public than should be, UpGuard says
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💣Alarming9💣 

 

Is the cost of your gasoline about to rise? Washington looks ready to talk about a tax hike 

 

Malware Arrest Exposes Security Gaps at Trump’s Mar-a-Lago Club 

 

Stacey Abrams Defends Biden, Considers Presidential Run 

 

After his video, Biden may come out even stronger
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💣Alarming10💣 

 

Netanyahu to Meet Putin in Moscow Five Days Before Election 

 

How Netanyahu‘s cozy relationship with the Saudi crown prince could cost Israel 

 

PM's defense of Mohammed bin Salman in the wake of the Khashoggi killing has angered many 

 

Bibi♥ MbS♥ Putin♥ Trump = TOC
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💣Alarming11💣 

 

Fmr Nissan/Renault boss Carlos Ghosn re-arrested on fresh charges in Japan 

 

Tokyo prosecutors said Ghosn had caused Nissan Motor Co $5M in losses over a 2-1/2-year period to

July 2018, in breach of his legal duties to the company & with the goal of personal gain.
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💣Alarming12💣 

 

📌VZ’s Crisis Requires Full-Scale UN Action 

 

📌’Dozens’ of Whistle-Blowers Are Secretly Cooperating With House DEMs🤗 
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📌DEMs seeking Trump’s financial docs from his bank 

 

📌Acosta confronted by lawmakers over plea deal in Jeffrey Epstein sexual misconduct case
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💣Alarming13💣 

 

Trump’s Pick for Int Dept. Continued Lobbying After Officially Vowing to Stop. 

 

Salvini aims to forge far-R alliance ahead of EU elex 

 

📌Italian deputy PM holding gathering of far-right parties inc’g Germany’s AfD next week as he seeks to

create bloc of populists
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💣Alarming14💣 

 

House passes reso’n to end participation in Yemen’s war, setting up Trump’s 2nd veto 

 

New report asserts that a RU businessman mentioned in the Panama Papers is helping Putin assoc’s get

around US sanctions  

 

Mar-a-Lago is the dream soft target for Chinese spies
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💣Alarming15💣 

 

Lori Lightfoot, a political novice, swept into Chicago’s City Hall in staggering style, winning 73% of the

vote 

 

US/China Trade Talks in ‘End Game’ but No Final Deal Yet 

 

Trump expects to name date of summit with Chinese President Xi Jinping today
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💣Alarming16💣 

 

Trump asked 🐢 to fast-track the confirmation of the IRS chief counsel in Feb, saying it should go e

before Barr. 

 

Three Pharma COs Agree to Pay a Total of Over $122 Million to Resolve Allegations That They Paid

Kickbacks Through Co-Pay Assistance Foundations

0:00

💣Alarming17💣 

 

📌U.S. conducted secret surveillance of China's Huawei, prosecutors say 

 

Donors to the Trump inaugural committee got ambassador nominations. But are they qualified? 

"Trump's picks are less qualified than prior presidents',"
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💣Alarming18💣 

 

Cohen's attorneys Lanny told lawmakers that Cohen has discovered substantial files on a hard drive that

might be helpful to investigators. 

 

Cohen is asking for additional time & a postponement of his reporting to jail in order to review the files
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Mueller’s team have complained to associates that the evidence they gathered on obstruction was

alarming and significant. 

 

However, Barr told lawmakers that he concluded the evidence was not sufficient to prove that the

president obstructed justice 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/limited-information-barr-has-shared-about-russia-inv…
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/limited-information-barr-has-shared-about-

russia-investigation-frustrated-some-on-muellers-team/2019/04/03/c98e8a02-567a-11e9-814f-

e2f46684196e_story.html

♥ Madam Speaker Pelosi♥  

2.0 -ish  ...
@SpicyMaddog

Lordt I LURVES this woman...

CSPAN @cspan
SpeakerPelosi: "The Mueller Report will be released. To us it is 
inevitable, to them it is inconceivable. We have to shorten the distance 
between the inevitable and the inconceivable." 
 
Full video here: cs.pn/2WKno6r

983 3:24 PM - Apr 4, 2019

257 people are talking about this

Democrats Seek to Question Former Melania Adviser Stephanie Winston Wolkoff Over Possible

Inauguration Irregularities 

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/04/stephanie-winston-wolkoff-inauguration-congress

Democrats Seek to Question Ex-Melania Aide About Trump Inauguration
Foreign donations? Improper gifts? As Mueller moves on, the investigation into Trump’s inauguration is
blossoming—both on Capitol Hill and in the Southern District of New York.

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/04/stephanie-winston-wolkoff-inauguration-congress

House Panel Seeks to Interview Top Organizer of Trump Inauguration 

Intelligence committee seeks wide array of materials, including matter related to contacts between

inaugural fund and foreign entities 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-sign-of-expanding-probe-house-panel-seeks-to-interview-top-

organizer-of-trump-inauguration-11554311027

House Panel Seeks to Interview Top Organizer of Trump Inauguration
The House Intelligence Committee is seeking information from a top organizer on President Trump’s
inaugural committee, indicating Congress is expanding a probe into how more than $100 million was rai…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-sign-of-expanding-probe-house-panel-seeks-to-interview-top-organizer-of-tru…

💰Stephanie Winston Wolkoff💰 

Karol 
@karolcummins

TrumpInauguration  
 
Part Two 
 

Stephanie Winston Wolkoff’s 26M payday for ‘event planning.’ 
 
Let’s first revisit this:  
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Donald Trump and the Case of the 

$107,000,000rollingstone.com/politics/polit…
236 8:39 PM - Sep 7, 2018

208 people are talking about this

Donald Trump and the Case of the $107,000,000
No one seems to know how Team Trump managed to spend $107
million in donations for his inauguration

rollingstone.com

After his video, Biden may come out even stronger 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/04/04/biden-may-come-out-even-stronger/

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/04/04/biden-may-come-out-even-stronger/

U.S. Role in Yemen War Will End Unless Trump Issues Second Veto 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/04/us/politics/yemen-trump-saudi-arabia.html

U.S. Role in Yemen War Will End Unless Trump Issues Second Veto
The House gave final passage to a resolution to end United States military assistance for the war in Yemen,
issuing a bipartisan rebuke of President Trump.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/04/us/politics/yemen-trump-saudi-arabia.html

Trump asked McConnell to fast-track the confirmation of the IRS chief counsel in Feb, saying it should

go even before Barr. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/04/us/politics/trump-michael-desmond-irs.html

Trump Asked That Confirmation of I.R.S. Counsel Be a Priority
The request raised questions about whether the president had other motivations. For months, he has
seethed over vows by congressional Democrats that they would move to obtain his tax returns from the…

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/04/us/politics/trump-michael-desmond-irs.html

📌MaddogFiles📌 

2.0 -ish  ...
@SpicyMaddog

“OPM provide the Subcommittee with documents related to the 
Administration’s reorganization plans and justification for the 
merger of two agencies” 
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100% Trump Reorg is a Power Grab 
 
THIS is BAD 
Trump wants to dismantle OPM & roll up to GSA & 
DOD@TrueFactsStated @ericgarland

123 6:05 PM - Apr 4, 2019

141 people are talking about this

Barr Statement - Panic mode 

Kelly O'Donnell
@KellyO

New from Department of Justice on Barr letter and Mueller 
report.

950 2:56 PM - Apr 4, 2019

1,293 people are talking about this

How Rupert Murdoch’s Empire of Influence Remade the World - The New York Times 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/04/03/magazine/rupert-murdoch-fox-news-trump.html

How Rupert Murdoch’s Empire of Influence Remade the World
Murdoch and his children have toppled governments on two continents and destabilized the most important
democracy on Earth. What do they want?

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/04/03/magazine/rupert-murdoch-fox-news-trump.html

Barr Barr Black Hat? 

 

Did Barr say ‘yes’ to indict the 3 Trump kids & Kush re 💰💦, but balked at indicting Trump? 

 

Did SC then agree to punt the matter to Congress? 

 

But then Barr got creative, spun a false narrative & thus sullied the color of his hat.  

https://patribotics.blog/2019/04/04/barr-barr-black-hat/

Barr Barr Black Hat?
Muzzling Mueller or following the law? White, black or gray hat, Bill Barr can’t save Trump – even if he wants
to

https://patribotics.blog/2019/04/04/barr-barr-black-hat/

Looks like the WH jumped the shark on an op. Watch for a JusticeDem start an #AbolishIce kerfluffle.  

 

The WH message is horrifically abusive ergo weaponized... 

 

#Provokatsiya 

Carrie Cordero
@carriecordero
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I am as pro national security and pro law enforcement as they 
come, and nearly everything about this advertisement- and it 
being put out by the WH - is weird and disturbing on multiple 
levels

The White House @WhiteHouse
"We will not stand for the vile smears, the hateful attacks, and the 
vicious assaults on the courageous men and women of ICE, and 
Border Patrol, and law enforcement. We will protect those who protect 
us." 
 
— President @realDonaldTrump

116 1:09 AM - Apr 5, 2019
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Jeff Bezos Keeping 75% of Couple’s Amazon Stock in Divorce, All Voting Rights 

 

MacKenzie Bezos tweets that Jeff Bezos will keep all of Washington Post and Blue Origin stakes 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/jeff-bezos-keeping-75-of-couples-amazon-stock-in-divorce-all-voting-

rights-11554399197

Jeff Bezos to Retain Voting Control of Wife’s Amazon Shares After Divorce
Jeff and MacKenzie Bezos moved to formally end their 25-year marriage in a settlement that leaves the
Amazon.com chairman and chief executive with voting control over Ms. Bezos’ stake in the company.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/jeff-bezos-keeping-75-of-couples-amazon-stock-in-divorce-all-voting-rights-1155…

Millions of Facebook Records Found on Amazon Cloud Servers 

Facebook alerted Amazon to take user data off servers it hosts  

More databases are likely public than should be, UpGuard says 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-03/millions-of-facebook-records-found-on-

amazon-cloud-servers

New report asserts that a Russian businessman mentioned in the Panama Papers is helping Putin

associates get around U.S. sanctions  

 

H/T   

https://meduza.io/en/feature/2019/04/03/a-new-report-asserts-that-a-russian-businessman-

mentioned-in-the-panama-papers-is-helping-putin-associates-get-around-u-s-sanctions

@ThomasS4217

New report asserts that a Russian businessman mentioned in the Panama Papers is helping …
The scientist and businessman Alexander Plekhov was mentioned in the Panama Papers in connection with
offshore accounts belonging to Sergey Roldugin, a friend of Russian President Vladimir Putin. Now…

https://meduza.io/en/feature/2019/04/03/a-new-report-asserts-that-a-russian-businessman-mentioned-in-the-…

Mar-a-Lago is the dream soft target for Chinese spies | Spectator USA 

 

By   @20committee

Mar-a-Lago is the dream soft target for Chinese spies | Spectator USA
Another Chinese spy scandal hits Trump’s ‘southern White House’, the Mar-a-Lago resort. It offers all the
secrets of the White House with fewer obstacles
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Cohen's attorneys Lanny Davis and Michael Monico told lawmakers in a letter Thursday that Cohen has

discovered substantial files on a hard drive that might be helpful to investigators. 

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/04/politics/michael-cohen-letter/index.html

In bid to remain out of jail, Michael Cohen tells Congress he has more to add
President Donald Trump's former lawyer and fixer Michael Cohen is offering Democrats new information in a
bid to stay out of jail while he cooperates with Congress.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/04/politics/michael-cohen-letter/index.html

Three powerful House Democrats asked Capital One Financial last month for financial records related to

Trump, including any that were given to special counsel Robert S. Mueller III. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/democrats-seeking-trumps-financial-documents-from-his-

bank/2019/04/04/41967b9c-5728-11e9-8ef3-fbd41a2ce4d5_story.html

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/democrats-seeking-trumps-financial-documents-from-his-bank/2019/…

‘Dozens’ of Whistle-Blowers Are Secretly Cooperating With House Democrats 

The number of anonymous tipsters reporting wrongdoing from inside the federal government has spiked

during the Trump presidency, the House Oversight Committee says. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/04/trump-administration-whistleblowers-

democrats-congress/586459/

‘Dozens’ of Whistle-Blowers Are Secretly Cooperating With House Democrats
The number of anonymous tipsters reporting wrongdoing from inside the federal government has spiked
during the Trump presidency, the House Oversight Committee says.

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/04/trump-administration-whistleblowers-democrats-congres…

Is the cost of your gasoline about to rise? Washington looks ready to talk about a tax hike 

https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/congress/article228794204.html

Is the cost of your gasoline about to rise? Washington looks ready to talk about a tax hike
A higher gasoline tax? The Trump administration and key members of Congress say it’s a possibility, which
would mean paying more for your gasoline and diesel in exchange for raising revenue for infra…

https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/congress/article228794204.html

🏵NATO🏵 

70th Anniversary of the NATO Alliance. 
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Twelve Allies founded #NATO in 1949. Today we are 29. 
Join us in celebrating the 70th Anniversary of our 
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📌First Biden accuser  is a Bernie Sanders operative. 

 

 reports windfall after help from Bernie Sanders 

 

#BernieOPFailed  

 

Full link here:  

http://mynews4.com/news/local/lucy-flores-reports-windfall-after-help-from-bernie-sanders

@LucyFlores

@LucyFlores

Lucy Flores reports windfall after help from Bernie Sanders
Democratic Nevada congressional candidate Lucy Flores is reporting a fundraising windfall after Bernie
Sanders asked his supporters to donate to her campaign.Flores reported raising more than $428,00…

http://mynews4.com/news/local/lucy-flores-reports-windfall-after-help-from-bernie-sanders

📌Biden’s second accuser Alexandra Tara Reade’s Love note to Putin. 

 

Archived here: archive.is/Vi7Hf 

 

Yet our media yakked for hours w/out vetting or worse without disclosure.  

 

It is a disservice to amplify what are clearly politically motivated ops.

Rand Paul, Ocasio-Cortez praise Trump for Syria withdrawal 

 

Rand Paul & AOC pair up to gift Trump, Putin & Assad Syria. Sadly the Syrians will suffer & die without

US presence. I guess Putin & Assad gassing innocent children doesn’t bother them.  

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/03/congress-syria-withdrawal-1252185

Rand Paul, Ocasio-Cortez praise Trump for Syria withdrawal
A group of lawmakers is offering very rare bipartisan praise for the president.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/03/congress-syria-withdrawal-1252185

How Netanyahu‘s cozy relationship with the Saudi crown prince could cost Israel 

PM's defense of Mohammed bin Salman in the wake of the Khashoggi killing has angered many 

How Netanyahu‘s cozy relationship with the Saudi crown prince could cost Israel
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https://www.timesofisrael.com/how-netanyahus-cozy-relationship-with-the-saudi-crown-prince-could-

cost-israel/

PM's defense of Mohammed bin Salman in the wake of the Khashoggi killing has angered many

https://www.timesofisrael.com/how-netanyahus-cozy-relationship-with-the-saudi-crown-prince-could-cost-israel/

U.S. authorities gathered information about Huawei Technologies Co Ltd through secret surveillance that

they plan to use in a case accusing the Chinese telecom equipment maker of sanctions-busting and bank

fraud, 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china-huawei-tech-idUSKCN1RG29T

By spying on Huawei, U.S. found evidence against the Chinese firm
U.S. authorities gathered information about Huawei Technologies Co Ltd through secret surveillance that
they plan to use in a case accusing the Chinese telecom equipment maker of sanctions-busting an…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china-huawei-tech-idUSKCN1RG29T

Salvini aims to forge far-right alliance ahead of European elections 

 

Italian deputy PM holding gathering of far-right parties including Germany’s AfD next week as he seeks

to create bloc of populists 

 

H/T   

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/apr/04/salvini-aims-to-forge-far-right-alliance-ahead-of-

european-elections

@PaulHanley12

Salvini aims to forge far-right alliance ahead of European elections
Italian deputy PM holding gathering of far-right parties including Germany’s AfD next week as he seeks to
create bloc of populists

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/apr/04/salvini-aims-to-forge-far-right-alliance-ahead-of-european-ele…

Japanese prosecutors arrested Carlos Ghosn again on Thursday on suspicion the former Nissan boss had

tried to enrich himself at the automaker's expense, in another dramatic twist that his lawyers said was an

attempt to muzzle him. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-nissan-ghosn-idUSKCN1RF2R3

Ex-Nissan chief Ghosn calls latest arrest 'outrageous', asks French...
Japanese prosecutors arrested Carlos Ghosn again on Thursday on suspicion the former Nissan boss had
tried to enrich himself at the automaker's expense, in another dramatic twist that his lawyers sai…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-nissan-ghosn-idUSKCN1RF2R3

The arrest of a Chinese woman who carried a malware-laced device into Mar-a-Lago, President Trump’s

Florida resort, has exposed porous security at the private club and escalating tensions between Secret

Service agents and the resort’s staff members 

Malware Arrest Exposes Security Gaps at Trump’s Mar-a-Lago Club
The arrest of a woman with a malware-laced device revealed the challenge of protecting a president who
prefers a resort over Camp David.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/03/us/politics/mar-a-lago-chinese-malware.html
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‼ OBG‼  

 

Meet the Economist Behind the One Percent’s Stealth Takeover of America 

https://www.ineteconomics.org/perspectives/blog/meet-the-economist-behind-the-one-percents-

stealth-takeover-of-america#.XKQlq0gqHB8.twitter

Meet the Economist Behind the One Percent’s Stealth Takeover of America
Nobel laureate James Buchanan is the intellectual linchpin of the Koch-funded attack on democratic
institutions, argues Duke historian Nancy MacLean

https://www.ineteconomics.org/perspectives/blog/meet-the-economist-behind-the-one-percents-stealth-takeo…

Donors to the Trump inaugural committee got ambassador nominations. But are they qualified? 

"Trump's picks are less qualified than prior presidents'," said a law professor at Marquette who has

looked at the qualifications of nearly 2,000 nominees. 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/donors-trump-inaugural-committee-got-

ambassador-nominations-are-they-qualified-n990116

Trump inaugural donors got ambassador nominations. Are they qualified?
Trump's pick for ambassador to the Bahamas told Congress that the island nation was part of the U.S. He
has not yet been confirmed.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/donors-trump-inaugural-committee-got-ambassador-nominati…

Acosta confronted by lawmakers over plea deal in Jeffrey Epstein sexual misconduct case 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/acosta-confronted-by-lawmakers-over-plea-deal-in-jeffrey-

epstein-sexual-misconduct-case/2019/04/03/163b341c-565e-11e9-814f-e2f46684196e_story.html

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/acosta-confronted-by-lawmakers-over-plea-deal-in-jeffrey-epstein-s…
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